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ABSTRACT

Recent progress in the understanding of strange particle interactions
with nuclear systems is reviewed. We discuss the relative merits of var-
ious reactions such as (K~, ar*), (x+, K+) or (7, K+) for hypernuclear
production. The structure of *f C is analyzed in some detail, in order to
illustrate the role of the AN residual interaction and approximate dynam-
ical symmetries in hypernuclear structure. Recent results on the single
particle states of a A in heavy systems, as revealed by (JT+, K+) reaction
studies, are used to extract information on the density dependence and
effective mass which characterize the A-nucleus mean field. Finally, we
develop the idea that K+-nucleus scattering at low energies is sensitive
to the subtle "swelling" effects for nucleons bound in nuclei.

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The focus of these lectures is on the interactions of strange particles with

nuclear systems. These include both kaons (#* ) and hyperons (A,£,S). The

kaons are members of the J* = 0~ pseudoscalar meson nonet of SU(3), along with

{̂ 5 *?> W1}, while the A, S and 5 are classified in the J* = £+ baryon octet with the

nucleon (N). The quark flavor content is as follows: K~ = su, A = s (ud)I=n, £ =

s (ud)I=l , etc., where "s" stands for a strange quark. Thus, the spectroscopy of

a A or I] embedded in a nucleus is sometimes referred to as that of a "tagged

strange quark." The study of the response of a many-body system to a hyperon

"impurity" sheds light on the role of strange quarks in strong interactions, i.e. the

SU(3) structure of baryon-baryon interactions, and, in principle, on properties of

the nucleus itself, such as compressibility, moment of inertia, etc. At the hadron

level, the A is distinguishable from the nucleon, so it is allowed to occupy any single

particle orbital in the nucleus, without the constraints of the Pauli principle. This

single particle structure is in fact observed: even in the Is orbit in heavy nuclei,

the A retains its distinguishable character, thus providing one of the best examples

of single particle shell structure in nuclear physics. At the quark level, one might
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anticipate some degree of "partial deconfinemenf of the A in the nuclear medium,

which would manifest itself in terms of antisymmetrization corrections involving

the non-strange quarks in the A. The resulting "Pauli pressure" could conceivably

have some influence on deeply bound A levels. In practice, as we shall see, it is

very difficult to separate such a quark effect from more conventional mechanisms

which generate a non-local component of the A mean field (density dependence of

the effective AN interaction, three-body forces, etc.).

In the past few years, there has been a slow but steady advance in the study of

the production, spectroscopy and decays of strangeness 5 = — 1 hypernuclei. Both

the (?r+, K+) and {K~, ir~) reactions have been used to produce A hypernuclei.

Because of their distinct momentum transfer characteristics, these processes are

complementary, populating different parts of the hypemuclear spectrum. We dis-

cuss this in detail later. The {K~, TT"^) reaction has been used to obtain precise

energy splittings for a few p-shell hypernuclei. This enables one to obtain con-

straints on the spin dependence of the AN effective interaction. Both the spin-

orbit and spin-spin parts of the AN force are found to be weak. The formation

of I! hypernuclei has been explored via the (K~, 7r±) reactions, in experiments at

CERN, Brookhaven and KEK. The existence of narrow S states is still a matter

of considerable controversy. The non-mesonic weak process AN —> NN has been

accessed by measurements of +-he decays of hypernuclear ground states. The ratio

of An -* nn and Ap —* np rates, as well as that for the Pauli-blocked A -* NTT

mode, provide strong constraints on theoretical models. Existing meson exchange

or hybrid (six-quark bag plus pion exchange) models do not explain the data. The

reader is referred to a number of review papers on these topics: overviews have

been given by Gal1, Povh2, Dalitz3, and the present author4; data on (K~, n~-))

is found in May et ai5, and interpreted by Millener et ai6; measurements of £

hypernuclear formation have been reported by Bertini et a/7, Piekarz et afi, and

Yamazaki et ai9, while a comprehensive review of £ physics is found in Ref. 10.

Recent weak decay measurements for hypernuclei are discussed by Grace et ai11,

and a review of the theoretical problems has been given by Dover12. For a diverse

view of a variety of topics in strange particle nuclear physics, the reader may also

benefit from consulting the Proceedings of three recent conferences13'14'15 in this

area.

In the next few years, hypernuclear experiments will be focused on studies of

K~ capture at rest16 at KEK, leading to both A and £ hypernuclear formation,



and studies of S = —1, —2 dibaryon production at the Brookhaven Alternating

Gradient Synchrotron (AGS). The K~d —»> TT~ (Ap) reaction has been frequently

investigated17, with a view towards finding narrow structures in the Ap invariant

mass. Recent experiments at Brookhaven18 have suggested a structure (in addition

to the cusp phenomenon19 at the EN threshold) near a mass of 2140 MeV/c2. This

object, call it Dt, is excited preferentially at larger momentum transfer q and

hence is a phenomenon coupled to the p-wave (L = 1) of the Ap system. It would

be tempting to associate this effect with the formation of a six-quark S = - 1

dibaryon with Q4 ®Q2 (L = 1) structure (production cross sections in (if ~, n~)

were estimated in Ref. 20), but it may also be due to a conventional (meson

exchange) final state interaction. The key question is whether Dt is a narrow

state separated from the cusp phenomenon, or whether it represents simply a

broadening of the cusp as q increases (as would be the case for a non-resonant but

attractive p-wave final state interaction). The hypothesis of a narrow Dt has been

defended in Ref. 18, but the analysis presented there is unconvincing. A further

experiment21 on the 3He(if~, 7r+)Ann reaction is approved for the AGS. Here,

the prototype reaction is K~ + (pp)ig0 —» TT+ + (An)ipl} which would produce a

spin singlet An dibaryon Da. In six-quark bag calculations, the splitting of D3

and Dt is predicted22 to be about 30 MeV, with Dt lying below Dt. Hints of

the strange dibaryon structures Dt and Dt have also been seen23 in the (p, K+)

reaction at SATURNE, but the purported peaks are mounted on a large quasifree

background.

A new high momentum K~ beam line is under construction at the AGS,

with the goal of producing S = - 2 systems via the (K~, K+) double strangeness

exchange reaction24. The first approved experiment for this new beam line is a

search for the H dibaryon (a J* = 0+ , 1 = 0, uuddss, SU (3) <• singlet six-quark

object25 ). The proposal26 is to produce a tagged 5 " beam via the K~p —»• K+E~

reaction, slow down and capture the 3~ in a deuterium target, and finally look for

the mono-energetic neutron from the E~d —* Hn process. Another experiment27,

involving the reaction 3Ue(K~, K+)Hn, is also approved for the AGS.

There are numerous other possibilities for exploring the S = - 2 sector via the

(K~, K+) reaction. For instance, one could search for 5-hypernuclear states28,

since for some configurations the 5~p —• AA conversion width may be small. Also,

the production of AA hypernuclei is an attractive possibility29; only two events are

known30 from emulsion studies.



In this introduction, I have tried to give some idea of the diverse nature of

strange particle nuclear physics. Only a few selected topics will be treated in the

following chapters, namely hypernuclear production mechanisms (Chap. 2), the

example of " C (Chap. 3), the phenomenology of the A mean field and its single

particle energies (Chap. 4), and the "swelling" of nucleons in nucleus, as probed

by /f+-nucleus scattering (Chap. 5). Some prospects for the future are discussed

in Chap. 6.

2. PRODUCTION MECHANISMS FOR HYPERNUCLEI
Several reaction mechanisms have been used to produce hypernuclei. The

most widely studied are the (if", fl"*) strangeness exchange and (TT+, K+) asso-

ciated production reactions, examined in detail below. One should also mention

relativistic heavy ion collisions31 and antiproton annihilation in nuclei32. Other

processes, such as (p, p'K+) or (p, K+), have also been investigated. At CEBAF,

photoproduction of hypernuclei via (i, K+) or (e, e'K+) will be feasible.
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Fig. 1. Total cross sections for A
or S production in K~p collisions,
as a function of lab momentum
Jt,sb (from Ref. 33).



The K , unlike the K+, can transfer one or two units of strangeness to a
nucleon via reactions like K~ + n -* TT~ + A or K~ + p -+ K+ + S~. A pion, on
the other hand, can stimulate the emission of an ss pair, leading to the process
n+ +n-* K+ + A, for instance. The total cross sections33 for A or E production
with K~ beams are rather healthy, typically a few mb for K~ lab momenta in the
range 600 - 800 Mev/c, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The 0° differential cross section
[dcr/dn)oo for K~n -» TT~A near 800 MeV̂ c is abou+ 4 - 5 mb/sr. For 7r+n - • K+A

associated production at peak, {da/dn)Q0 is about an order of magnitude smaller,
as displayed34 in Fig. 2. However, ir+ beam fluxes are much larger than for K~,

so the counting rate for a (TT+, K+) run at the AGS actually exceeds that for a
{K~, 7T~) experiment.
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Fig. 2. Forward differential cross
Bection for*+n—* K+\aaa, func-
ttion of pion lab momentum pff
(from Ref. 34).
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The K n -*• n A and 7r+n -+ K+A reactions are kinematically quite dis-

tinct, as shown in Fig. 3. For the (K~, jr") reaction at 0°, there exists a "magic

momentum" for the K~ at which the A or E is created at rest in the lab. The

importance of this fact for hypernuclear production was first emphasized by Fesh-

bach and Kerman35, and exploited in the pioneering (K~, ir~) experiments36 at

GERN. The A at rest has a sizable "sticking probability" for remaining bound



to the nucleus. The excitation of substitutional states, where the A occupies the
same shell model orbit as was vacated by the nucleon, is highly favored in the
(K~, TT~) reaction near the "magic momentum" of 530 Me^fc. From Fig. 3, we
see that q (0°) remains small (< 50 MeV/c) for pK- < 800 MeV/c.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
pK.(GeV/c)

1.0

1 5 0

Fig. 3. Momentum transfer q (0°) for
(K~, T~)and(jr+, K+) reactions as
a function of lab momenta p^- or
pn+ (from Ref. 33).

1.0

The situation is quite different for the 7r+n -> K+ A reaction. Here q (0°) > pF,
where pp = 270 MeV̂ c is the Fermi momentum, for pT + < 1.5 GeV/c. The low
spin states emphasized by the (K~, 7r~) process will be only weakly excited in
(TT+, K+). Rather, the (TT+, K+) reaction excites high spin states. The selectiv-
ity for high spins will operate for 7p -> K+A and K~p -> K+E~ as well, where
we also have q (0°) > pp.



Let us quantify these remarks. For a 0+ target, the differential cross section for

the excitation of a pure A particle-neutron hole (ph) configuration of spin-parity

J T is given by

£ (
where a (da/dtt)QO is the K n —* ir A or vr+n —• K+A. two-body cross section
and N£s is the effective neutron number given by

( , \ 2

+ 4 f

where the form factor F (q) in plane wave approximation (PWA) is defined by

in terms of the radial wave functions R\ and Rn for the A and n single particle

states {̂ A» JA} and {ln, j n } . For (K~, ir~) and (TT+, JFsT+), spin flip cross sections

are negligible for small 0 , so only natural parity f 7r = (—) J states will be popu-

lated. In (e, e'iif") or (7, K+), on the other hand, spin flip states (0+ -* 1 + , for

example) are strongly excited37.

For (TT+, K+), the "stretch" states with J = ia + tn are kinematically favored.

For nodeless {n, A} oscillator "stretch" states, we have

w !(2J + i)'!]2 r(£ + 3/) r(4 + %)

where Z = (6?)2 /2 and b is the radius parameter. Optimum kinematical matching

occurs when dF {q) jdq = 0, or when

We plot F (q) in Fig. 4 for the (lp3hpAJ particle-hole configuration in ^ C . The

same F {q) applies to (K~, 7r~) and (TT+, K+) in PWA. We see that at 0iab = 0°,
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neither (K , 7r ) or (TT+, iif+) is optimally matched, whereas for 0iab = 15°, we

hit the peak of F (q) for the (if~, TT~) reaction.

In Fig. 5, we plot J , as given by Eq. (5), as a function of target mass number
A, using the parametrization

0.96A1/3

For p , = 1.05 GeV ĉ, there is good kinematic matching for the "leading trajectory"

of high spin obtained by coupling the A in SA> PA>4\ • • • orbits to a neutron hole

in the last valence shell. We return to this example in Chap. 5.

In {K~, 7r~) and (TT+, K+) experiments done to date, the energy resolution

AE has been in the range 2.5 — 6 MeV. With such coarse resolution experi-

ments, one sees only the energy-averaged gross structure of hypernuclei, i.e.. the

particle-hole structure. As an example, consider lj[O. The ground state doub-

let is (PI/2®SI/2) _ _• Tke very small splitting of the doublet (estimated to

be < 100 keV in Ref. 6) cannot be resolved experimentally, unless one measures

the Ml nr-ray transition between the two levels, which has proved elusive. The

low-lying n?ttural parity excited states in ^ 0 are
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The experimental excitation spectrum36 for the (K~, TT~) reaction on 16O and
40Ca targets at 0° is shown in Fig. 6. The spectrum displays peaks at energies

corresponding to the (0+ , 1~) states of Eq. (7), as expected. The peaks cor-

responding to (pi/2 ® P1/2) a n ^ \P3f2 ®P3/2y a r e SP^* ' n e n e rgy by about

6 MeV, which is just the nucleon spin-orbit splitting. This enables one to conclude

that the A-nucleus spin-orbit potential is very small2'36. The interpretation of the

*£Ca spectrum in Fig. 6 is similar: since q (0°) is small, one is seeing the low spin

(0+ , 1~) members of various An"1 configurations. The splitting of {d^ ® ̂ 3/2)

and (d^L ® ̂ 5/2) states is again very close to the known nucleon spin-orbit

splitting, indicating that spin-orbit effects are small for the A.

3. HYPERNUCLEAR STRUCTURE: THE EXAMPLE OF X|C

For closed shell 0+ targets, the discussion of hypernuclear structure is naturally

phrased in terms of particle-hole excitations, as discussed in Chap. 2. Here we

examine the case of the 13C(if~, T T " ) 1 ^ reaction, where the spin of the target
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leads to a greater richness of peaks, and some interesting constraints on the AN

residual interaction emerge.
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Fig. 8. Predicted spectrum for 1ZC(K~, J r " ) 1 ^ at 800 MeV/c, from Ref. 39.

The experimental spectrum of May et aJ38 for <?iab = 0°, 15° is shown in Fig. 7.

The theoretical predictions39, based on a shell model description of hypernuclear

structure and a Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA) for the {K~, TT~)

reaction mechanism, are shown in Fig. 8. The details of the theoretical framework

are discussed below.

A comprehensive shell model for light hypernuclei, including core excitations

and the effects of the AN residual interactions, was developed in Ref. 39. The

calculations are done in the DWIA, using phenomenological Woods-Saxon optical

potentials to generate the K~ and ir~ distorted waves. The parameters of the

potential are adjusted to fit the available K~ and TT~ elastic scattering data on
12C at the same momentum. A Fermi-averaged K~n -* 7r~A amplitude in the

lab system is used in the transition matrix element. Another ingredient is the

choice of neutron and A bound state wave functions. These are generated from

Woods-Saxon potentials whose geometry was chosen to be consistent with elec-

tron scattering charge distributions and neutron/proton single particle energies.

Binding energies of (0.6, 0.1) MeV are used for the A in the P3/2 and pi/2 orbits,

reflecting a small spin-orbit potential.



The differential (X , IT ) cross section for a transition at-Jt-7j —*• ctfJfTf
involving the single particle orbitals ta —* £\ is proportional to the sum

AL V y

where AL is the transferred angular momentum (spin flip is very small and has

been neglected), and M^L) (q) are functions of momentum transfer q which re-

sult from the DWIA integration over distorted waves and an effective zero range

amplitude for K~n —* JT~A. The amplitudes M^L^ {q) peak at different q values

and lead to the excitation of distinct final states. MW (g), which excites 1/2"

states in *j[C in pfj —*• p& transitions, starting from the 1/2" target 13C, peaks at

eL = 0°. The PN -» sA transition, driven by M ^ (g), leads to l / 2 + and 3/2+ final

states, and peaks near dj, = 10° for an 800 MeV/c incident momentum. Transitions

PN ~* PA also receive a contribution from M^ (q), which peaks near &L = 15°

here and dominates M(°) (q) in this angular region; M^ (q) populates 3/2" and

5/2" final states. The 5/2+ and 7/2" states which arise in pa —*• s^ and pu —• p\

transitions (involving the coupling of the A to a 2 + core excited states of 12C)

involve spin flip (AS = 1) for their excitation, and are produced only very weakly

in the (K~, vr~) reaction.

The predicted cross sections in Fig. 8 are binned as in the experiment to

facilitate comparison. The contributions of each AL are shown separately, and

display the qualitative features just discussed. The agreement of the DWIA theory

and the data is very good, both in angular shapes (not shown) and absolute cross

sections. This gives confidence in our theory of the reaction mechanism and the

resulting spin assignments.

We now discuss the detailed spectroscopy of ^ C . Some of the main features, in

particular rough estimates of the energies and relative intensities of the dominant

peaks, already emerge from a weak coupling picture (but, as we see later, there

are important changes in some cases from residual AN interactions). Core excited

states in l2C play a crucial role in the interpretation: besides the 0+ (T = 0)

ground state of 12C, strong excitations in l^C are seen in which the A couples to the

2+ (T = 0) , 1+ (T = 0), 1+ (T = 1) and 2+ (T = 1) excited states of 12C at 4.4,

12.7, 15.1 and 16.1 MeV, respectively. In weak coupling, the entire (K~, ir~) cross

section associated with a given core state is proportional to the neutron pickup



strength, known from the reaction 13C(p, d) 12C*. A poor resolution experiment,

which sums over groups of final states, sees just this strength.

The AL = 1 strength seen around excitation energy 0 and 4 — 5 MeV cor-

responds to the l / 2 + ground state and a 3/2+ state obtained by coupling the

si/2 A to the 12C ground state and 2 + (T = 0) state at 4.4 MeV, respectively. The

peak around 10 MeV is due to pu —* p\ transitions; for 6i — 0° and 15°, the

1/2" and 3/2" states, respectively, obtained by coupling API/2 and AP3/2 to the

0+ ground state of 12C, dominate the cross section. As we show later, the energy

shift of the 10 MeV state between 0° and 15° offers a constraint on the A spin-orbit

interaction. Between 12 and 16 MeV of excitation energy, one sees several positive

parity ( l / 2 + , 3/2+) states obtained by coupling A^I/2 to core excited states of 12C.

The 3/2+ states represent a significant fraction of the strength in the 16 MeV peak

at 15°. The rest of the 16 MeV strength is mostly due to two 5/2" states (AL = 2)

obtained by coupling API/2,3/2 to the 2 + (T = 0) core state at 4.4 MeV. At 4°, in

contrast, the l/2~ from AP3/2 coupled to 2 + [T = 0) is dominant (Air = 0). The

25 MeV peak encompasses many states arising from the coupling of API/2,3/2 to

core states in the 13 — 16 MeV excitation region in 12C. At 0°, AL — 0 is largest,

and we see mostly 1/2" states from AP3/2 coupled to J* = 1+ and 2+ cores. At

15°, the 3/2" and 5/2" members axe seen via AL — 2, but there are also sizable

contributions from pu —> (sd)A transitions with AL = 1, 3.

The interesting physics of ^C is revealed in the deviations of the energies

and relative intensities from the naive weak coupling picture. These differences

are generated by the AN residual interaction VAN, which we take to have the

phenomenological form

- r A ) ( 1 - 6 + € Px) ( l + a£ N • <7A)

- r A) (aA ± <xN) • £ NA . (9)

In addition to two-body symmetric and antisymmetric spin-orbit potentials V±,

we have introduced a one-body spin-orbit term for the A. We expand the central
part

oo
Vb ('N - r A) = £ Vk (r-N, rA) Pk (cos0r N, r A) . (10)

Jk=O

and define the usual Slater integrals

F{k) = / Ri (rN) Rl ('A) V



For £N = 1, f-K - 1 we have only F^ and F^\ the latter reflects the
quadrupole part of the AN potential. The spin-orbit potential gives rise to a
splitting 6nA - GnA =€ p . We assume jrt°) = -1.16 MeV, a = - 0 . 1 , €= 0 and

study the ^ C spectrum as a function of F^ and €p . The energy differences of

the observed peaks differ from naive predictions based only on the energies of core

states, allowing us to constrain 6P and F^2'.

In the absence of an interaction of <JA with the nuclear core, the lowest 1/2"

and 3/2~ states of ^ C , obtained mainly by coupling API/2,3/2 to the 0+ ground

state of 12C, would be degenerate. Independent of F&\ the small shift38 AE =

0.36±0.3 MeV in the 10 MeV peak between 0° (1/2" dominant), and 15° (3/2")

constrains the combination of one and two-body spin-orbit potentials to be small.

If we choose V± = 0, a value € F « 0.5 MeV is likely, while if we use a pure two-body

spin-orbit force, a slightly larger Ep is favored. This example provides a partic-

ularly clean test of the A spin-orbit strength. These conclusions are consistent

with those of the CERN group based on ^ O , i.e., the A spin-orbit strength id very

small but likely of the same sign as that for the nucleon. A better value for the A

spin-orbit coupling is in principle obtainable from the (K~, n~')) reaction. The

El 7-rays from the 1/2" and 3/2" levels lead to the ground state of ^ C , but with

isotropic and 1 — 0.6cos2 0 angular distributions40, respectively.

Using Sp= 0.5 MeV, V± = 0, we may now use other energy differences to

constrain F®. The shift AE = 1.7 ±0.4 MeV of the 16 MeV peak between 0° and

15°, if we subtract the PN —• SA strength, yields a 1/2" - 5/2" splitting (same

2+ [T = 0) core state) generated by F&. The splitting of the 16 and 25 MeV

peaks at 0°, both dominated by 1/2" states with AP3/2> is less (9.3 MeV) than the

naive estimate of 11.7 MeV based on the 2 + (T = 0) and 2+ [T = 1) core states.

This is also due to F^. In both cases, the data can be accounted for by using

-3.4 MeV < F(2) < - 3 MeV; this value is close to the value of F^ extracted from

the 0° iBe spectrum by Dalitz and Gal41.

The most interesting aspects of the ^ C spectrum are the energy splitting AE

and intensity ratio R of the 16 and 10 MeV peaks at 0°. Here, the weak coupling

basis states |0+ (T = 0) ® API/2)I/2-
 an<* |2+ (T = 0) ® AP3/2)i/2- are significantly

mixed by F^. If we write

1/2" > i= tt0+® APl/2 > -0 2+ ® AP3/2 > , (12)



then
= Q3fl(l/2) +ag(3/2))

H ( l / 2 ) /?(?(3/2))2>

where 0 (1/2) and 6 (3/2) axe the spectroscopic amplitudes for neutron pickup

from the 13C ground state to the first 0+ and 2+ states of 12C, respectively. With

no mixing, and using Cohen-Kurath wave functions42, one obtains R = 1.8. The

experimental value38 is R « 5, while the theoretical values one obtains with mixing

(a « 0.96, /? « 0.28, F>L « - 3 to - 3.5 MeV) are R « 6 - 7. If one makes € too

large, R increases to unacceptably large values.

Despite the relatively weak AN force, the hypernucleus displays a tendency to

seek a higher degree of spatial symmetry in the lowest 1/2" state. If instead of

the weak coupling basis, we used the states of [54] and [441] symmetry, the first

1/2" is dominantly the [54] symmetry, which is forbidden by the Pauli principle

for a system of nucleons. In the limit where [54] symmetry is exact for this 1/2"

state, one has a dynamical selection rule inhibiting its population in the {K~, 7r~)

reaction, since a [54] symmetry is unreachable with AL = 0, starting with the

dominant [441] of the 13C ground state. This tendency towards spatial symmetry

(increased by using €> 0) accounts for the strong deviation of R from its pickup

value in the weak coupling limit.

The full exploitation of the structure information available from A-hypernuclear

spectra clearly requires a considerable improvement in energy resolution, available

only with more intense K~ beams. As indicated here, however, one already obtains

non-trivial constraints on 6P and F^ from the coarse resolution data.

4. PHENOMENOLOGY OF A SINGLE PARTICLE ENERGIES

Recently, a Brookhaven - LANL - Houston - Tohoku - TRIUMF - Vassar -

CMU - FSU - Mississippi collaboration has measured43 (?r+, K+) cross sections

on 9Be, 12C, 13C, 16O, 28Si, 40Ca, 51V, and 89Y targets at pw = 1.05 GeV/c. These

represent the first data for heavy targets, and enable us to track the evolution of

A single particle binding energies as a function of A. The preliminary data for
8 9Y(TT+ , K+)8%Y are shown in Fig. 9. One observes a series of rather sharp peaks

on a smoothly rising background. We identify these peaks with the s\, J>A> Â?
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Fig. 9. The excitation spec-
trum of the 8£ Y hypernucleu3,
as produced in the (JT+, K+)
reaction at 1.05 GeVjk. The
data are taken from Ref. 43.
The labels {sA, PA, <*AI /A. 9t}
identify the values of bind-
ing energy £A predicted in
Ref. 34 baaed on a Woods-
iSaxon potential for the A.
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and /A bound states of the A. The arrows in Fig. 9 indicate the orbital angular

momenta assigned to these states.

Note that the nodeless g\ state is predicted34 to lie about 5 MeV in the contin-

uum near A = 90, with an elastic width of about 900 keV, and may be visible in

the data. This width is small because of the relatively large £A of the state. The

existence of a narrow single particle A resonance in the continuum is not specific

to the mass 90 region. Narrow states (ldA in 2|Si, lhA in 13^Ba, 1»A in 20^Pb,

for instance) with elastic widths of 1 MeV or less are predicted throughout the

periodic table.

In addition to the (TT+, K+) data, emulsion studies44 provide accurate values

for 5A binding energies in light nuclei and upper limits on J5A for medium mass

nuclei45. More recently, (K~, n~) reaction studies46 have yielded binding energy

data for ^C, 2IA1, *& 4JCa, 5
AV and 2OjBi.

The JBA data can be reasonably well fit with a Woods-Saxon potential of

depth around 30 MeV, about V2 of that for the nucleon. The new (n+, K+)



data provide the level spacings in a given hypernucleus (see Fig. 9), so one can
determine more about the geometry of the A-nucleus potential. We outline here a
description47 based on the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock (SHF) approach48, first applied
to hypernuclei by Rayet49. We replace the non-local A-nucleus interaction by an
energy-dependent local potential V (r, E) of the form

V (r, E) =
mA

U{r) =toP(r) +lhp2(r) + ~ fa + *,) T[r) (14)
o /o \2/3

+ 7 (*i + h) PI2mA (r) 2mA 4

Here m\ is the free space A mass and mA (r) is the effective A mass in the

nuclear medium of density p (r). We have set N = Z and neglected derivatives

of the density. We shall use densities which are proportional to the empirically

determined charge densities. From Eq. (14), we see that there are three parameters

in the model: to, t\ + ti, and £3. We retain the standard SHF parametrization50

to facilitate the comparison of A-nucleus and nucleon-nucleus potentials.

The term linear in density in U (r) results from folding the density-independent

part of the AN effective interaction with the point nucleon density. The resultant

potential well51 has increased diffusivity and a slightly smaller half-density radius.

The p2 term in Eq. (14) may arise from the density dependence of the AN

interaction52, as would be the case for Skyrme models49, or from certain forms of

ANN three-body interactions53, or perhaps quark rearrangement effects54. This

term need not be quadratic in form. The essential point is that a repulsive p7

term, with 7 > 1, leads to a potential with an increased central radius51, a surface

effect which is independent of A. Clearly, a fixed increase in the radius increases

the effective radius parameter r© for light nuclei relative to ro for heavy nuclei.

This mechanism explains the difference in radii between the potential and the

underlying density.

Since the energy levels in a non-local potential are spread out by the energy-

dependent term in the equivalent local potential of Eq. (14), a simultaneous de-

scription of B\ in ^O and 8
AY is achievable. The £3 p2 (r) term can be used to ad-

just the radius of the well to fit ^O , while the (1 — m\ (r) /mA) E term can be used



s47to counteract the compression of the 8^Y spectrum. The choice of parameters

t0 = -402.S MeV • fm3, t3 = 3394.6 MeV • fm6, h +13 = 103.44 MeV • fm5 gives an

excellent fit to all the existing B\ data, as shown in Fig. 10. These values corre-

spond to an effo-tive mass mA (0) /m\ « 0.8 in the interior of the hypernucleus,

and a A well depth of D\ « 27.5 MeV. In the SHF approach, rn*Kjm^ and DA are

rather tightly constrained if one requires a simultaneous fit to level spacings for

both light and heavy hypeniuclei.
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Fig. 10. Experimental binding energies (dots, crosses, squares) for s, p, d, / single
particle states of the A as a function of A~2/3 (A = mass number of core).
The solid curves represent a best fit with the SHF form (14) for the A
potential47.

Let us now compare with some qualitative features of SHF for nucleon orbits.

If <3 = 0, nucleon level spacings are far too large, so a substantial tz p2 (r) term

is required48'50. However, within the Skyrme model, it is not possible to simul-

taneously describe the nucleon level density at the Fermi surface (which requires
m N/ m N ^ 1) an<* the deeply bound levels (which need m^/m^ a* 1/2). In con-

trast, for the more weakly interacting, distinguishable A, an excellent description47

of the Bji values, from the most deeply bound states to unbound resonances, is

possible with a single value of m\Jm\.



Recently, a number of attempts have been made to calculate the A-nucleus

potential starting from a free space AN interaction52 '55~57. Yamamoto and Band552

obtain a value of D& consistent with the empirical value, and an effective mass

m\/m\ « 0.78. Refinements in the construction of A-nucleus potentials have

been made by Yamamoto56 and Kohno57. The general features of the A-nucleus

potential obtained from the free AN interaction seem to be consistent with those

we have obtained47 from a rather precise fit to the binding energies of A single

particle levels.

The A-nucleus spectrum provides a "textbook" example of single particle

structure in nuclear physics. In ordinary nuclei, single particle strength rapidly

becomes fragmented with increasing excitation energy, and the deeply bound hole

states become so broad as to be essentially unobsevvable. Even in the region of

the Fermi surface, where excellent examples of the basic single particle structure

abound, coupling to vibrational states of the core is important and leads to an ap-

parent compression of the single particle spectrum. In the hypernuclear case, the

fact that the A is a distinguishable particle, which interacts rather weakly with the

nuclear core, leads to a clearly defined set of single particle states. These states can

be thought of as doorway states which acquire a spreading width by mixing with a

dense background of hypernuclear levels. An estimation of these widths, together

with escape widths (e.g. for proton emission) will be necessary to understand the

widths of the peaks observed in the (TT+, K+) reaction on heavy targets. The

observed peaks in Fig. 9 are certainly broader than the experimental resolution.

The widths of the peaks will limit the largest mass number for which the A single

particle structure can be investigated, at least with the present resolution of about

3 MeV, since the intershell spacing will eventually become comparable with the

width. However, it should be possible to investigate the structure ( ^ J V ^ A ) for a
l38Ba target.

The discussion thus far has not made reference to the role of quarks. The

differences between the A and N spectra hinge on several factors:

1) The non-locality of the self-consistent field (i.e., the choice of t\ and tz). The

differences between A and N largely reflect the range of th effective interaction,

which is larger for NN than for AN because of the role of the IT exchange Fock

term for the former. This is a non-perturbative long-range effect having nothing

to do with short-range quark properties.



2) The role of tz P2 (r) terms. These are a complicated mixture of density-

dependent modifications of the two-body interaction and perhaps genuine three-

body interactions. It has been proposed that the "Pauli pressure" due to quark

antisymmetrization54'58 generates an effective ANN force. However, it is difficult

to separate this subtle effect from more conventional p2 (r) terms which arise from

long-range effects. Effects of partial deconfinement of strange quarks in the nu-

cleus, or the possibility of an increased size "for hyperons59 relative to nucleons

(even in free space) are intriguing, but such signatures of the quark degrees of

freedom cannot be isolated in a convincing way from the data. The level spectra

are consistent with the picture of the A as a distinguishable baryon.

Fig. 11. Mean free path A of
various hadrons in nuclear
matter (from Ref. 33).
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5. JT+-NUCLEUS SCATTERING AND THE "SWELLING" OF NUCLEONS
IN NUCLEI

The JFC+-nucleon interaction below 300 Me\/c is dominated by the / = 1 5-wave
(5H) amplitude. We have 6 (Su) = —kR, where R « 0.32 fin. This rather modest
phase shift generates only a small total K+N cross section (< 10 mb for



400 MeV) and hence the mean free path A of a K+ is rather long at low piab, as
shown in Fig. 11. Among other hadrons, only the pion (at very small momentum)
has such a large A. Thus, the K+ serves as a volume probe of nuclei, and is
sensitive to density dependent "swelling" phenomena which are most significant in
the nuclear interior. For a strongly absorbed probe such as the K~, on the other
hand, there is considerable multiple scattering in nuclei, and hence "shadowing" is
observed in jK"+-nucleus total cross sections (i.e., ax (K~ + A) < ACT (iif~N)).
This is clearly observed in Fig. 12. For JRT+, the multiple scattering is minimal; in
fact, for piab < 1 GeV or so, if+-nucleus cross sections exhibit "antishadowing"
(see Fig. 12). At higher momenta, for which the K+N cross section approaches
normal hadronic size, "shadowing" is observed.
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Fig. 12. Total cross sections
per nucleon for K"±+X3C (dots),
compared to the K±N cross
sections (solid lines), taken
from Ref. 33.

In meson-exchange models of the K+N interaction, vector mesons play a

significant role, since single pion exchange is not allowed. In the nuclear medium,

the vector meson mass my (p) depends on the density p, and hence the effective



amplitude /R-+N (P) a l s ° becomes density dependent. Brown et ai60 have developed

a simple model for /K+H (P)- They write in Born approximation

(15)

where po » Ve fm~3 in the density of nuclear matter, and A is a constant which

has been estimated in several ways60, for instance

mN

in terms of the density-dependent nucleon-effective mass TON (p). This gives A «

0.2 - 0.3. From Eq. (15), one can construct the /f+-nucleus optical potential

; (r] = „

where Fo*+ = -2nfK+ii (0) * , /£*+ and Vf* = V0
K+ / {1 - A). The effect of the

non-linear density dependence in Eq. (17) is an increased repulsion in the K+ real

potential and a decreased effective radius R = R — Xafor the nucleus ({72, o} are

the usual radius and diffuseness parameters of a Woods-Saxon potential). This is

exactly what was needed in previous phenomenological fits61'62 to the K+ + 12C

elastic scattering data at 800 MeV/c.

The results of an optical model calculation for K+ + 12C utilizing Eq. (17) are

shown in Fig. 13 for A = 0, 0.2. The elastic data axe from Marlow et a/61, and

the total cross sections are due to Bugg et ai63. The choice A = 0.2, consistent

with Eq. (16), gives a good fit to the data, whereas the choice A = 0 (free if+N

amplitudes) is inadequate.

In the preceding discussion, we have assumed that the p~ and w-exchange

contributions to /JJ-+N are subject to the same density-dependent renormaliza-

tion. Note that K+ + 12C elastic scattering involves the isospin-averaged K+N

amplitude, so that the p cancels out in Born approximation, and only u enters.

Both the p and w contribute in first order, however, to (K+, K+'N) quasifree scat-

tering, which constitutes the bulk of the total cross section at 800 Me\/c. In the

(if+, K°) charge-exchange process, on the other hand, only the p contributes

in first order. Experimentally, separate measurements of K+ elastic, charge-

exchange, and total-reaction cross sections on light targets as functions of pi
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would be an invaluable aid to disentangling the isospin structure of the process

and the reaction mechanism. Some new measurements have recently been made64.

Data below 500 Metyc would be particularly welcome, since here one enters the

region of s-wave dominance of the K+N amplitude, and a simple picture in terms

of a density-dependent effective hard-sphere radius makes sense. The picture

above 600 Me^c is complicated by the formation of possible Z* resonances33 in



partial waves with / ^ 0. The K+ + 4He system also represents an inter-

esting case for experimental study, since here the central density po is higher than

that of ordinary nuclear matter, and hence the nucleon "swelling" effects may be

amplified.

In summary, the apparent "swelling" of the nucleon needed to explain K+-

nucleus scattering can be understood in terms of a density dependence of the

vector-meson masses my (p) which enter into the K+N interaction. The density

dependence has been estimated by relating my (p) to the effective nucleon mass

mjsj (p). The discrepancy between first-order atp" calculations and the observed

K+ + 12C elastic angular distribution and total cross section is naturally explained

in terms of an increased K+N effective range arising from the decrease of the

vector-meson mass in the nucleus.

6. FUTURE PROSPECTS

The next qualitative strides in hypernuclear physics require much higher in-

tensity kaon beams both at low momentum (500 — 800 MeV/c) and above 1.5 GeV/c

(for S = —2 studies). Such beams could be provided by a new "kaon factory,"

although for many experiments, the intensity requirements could be satisfied by

upgrading an existing facility such as the Brookhaven AGS (construction of a

"booster" is under way at the AGS, and the addition of a stretcher ring would

further increase the current to within an order of magnitude of that claimed in

kaon factory proposals).

Intense kaon beams would open the door for high resolution studies of hyper-

nuclear structure (presently, we are working with an energy resolution of 3 MeV or

so, reminiscent of the status of non-strange nuclear physics several decades ago).

One could explore a whole new range of structure questions for heavier hypernu-

clei with better resolution (rotational and vibrational bands and their coupling,

dynamical symmetries (a la the interacting boson model (IBM), for instance) in

the presence of the A, giant resonances coupled to the A, etc.). With higher inten-

sity, one could probe, with much greater accuracy, the competition between various

weak decay modes of the hypernucleus (pionic versus non-mesonic in light systems,

fission versus non-mesonic in heavy systems). The hypernuclear environment af-

fords a unique opportunity to study the four-fermion weak decay AN —• NX This

process is the AS = 1 analog of the parity-violating weak process NN —• NN, and

is of considerable theoretical interest.



There are also very promising prospects for hypernuclear studies at CEBAF,

employing the (7, K+) or (e, tf K+) reactions. Here one would exploit the spin-

flip capability of the photon, as opposed to the non-spin-flip (K~, TT~) or (TT+, K+)

reactions, to populate unnatural parity hypernuclear states. Assuming the exis-

tence of a high resolution spectrometer (AE « 100 — 200 keV) for the K+
t one

could hope to measure spin splittings for ground state doublets, at least in favor-

able cases where the splittings exceed 100 keV and the production cross sections for

the natural and unnatural parity members of the doublet are comparable. Studies

of hypernuclear -7- rays may also be possible, using a large acceptance detector;

weak decays might also be explored.
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